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Introduction and Tips

system clean and safe make sure you clean the
fittings and surrounding area before opening any
part of the brake system.

booster.

• Do not use petroleum-based solvents to clean
Read these instructions carefully and completely before
brake components. They will damage the rubber
• Do not mix silicone based brake fluid with coninstalling your kit! The steps within this guide should
seals in the brake system. Use only cleaning
ventional
brake
fluid.
DOT
rated
silicone
brake
be followed in the order in which it is written. Here are
fluids specifically designed for brakes. They will
fluid is safe to use, but can not be completely
a few guide lines to help ensure a safe brake system:
not leave a residue when they dry.
removed from the system once it has been
added. Silicone fluid will feel more “spongy” than
Follow the steps outlined in this guide to ensure that
• Do not use compressed air to dry brake compoconventional fluid. Silicone will cause the seals
you will easily pinpoint any trouble spots in your brakes
nents, even filtered air may contain moisture or
to swell differently than conventional fluid and
while installing and assembling the system. This guide
traces of oil.
lead to a shorter seal life. Silicone fluid will not
was created to help make your brake install as trouble
absorb
moisture.
If
there
is
any
moisture
in
the
free as possible Follow these instructions and we are
• Check for cracked, leaking, or swollen lines.
brake system it will boil at 212°; this means the
certain you will have a pleasurable experience with
These are dangerous and must be replaced.
boiling point for the entire system is now 212°.
your upgrade.
• Add only new brake fluid. Contaminated fluid can
cause damage to the sensitive hydraulic brake
components, corrode components, and increases
the chance of system failure. Even unused fluid
that was opened at an earlier time should not
be used. Brake fluid absorbs moisture from the
air. This moisture lowers the boiling point of the
fluid. DOT 4 & 5 brake fluid has a higher boiling
point than DOT 3 but a shorter service life. DOT 3
fluid should be flushed every 2 years, while Dot
4 & 5 brake fluid should be flushed every year to
ensure a safe working system.

• Be sure to check for a minimum of 18" of
vacuum prior to installing a vacuum booster.
Engines with “big” performance camshafts typically do not have enough vacuum. If you do not
have enough vacuum ask us about our electric
vacuum pump and hydraulic assist booster assemblies.

• If the booster is mounted lower than the intake
manifold do not eliminate any loops from the
vacuum lines. These loops act as moisture and
vapor traps. Check the vacuum lines for gas
odor or the presence of moisture. Gas fumes can
deteriorate the internal rubber components of the
• Cleanliness is very important. In order to keep the

• Do not attempt to drive the vehicle until a firm
brake pedal is established.
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Understanding
the Valves
Residual Valves

When setting up the brake system make sure that the right valves are used. If
the master cylinder reservoir is located lower than the wheel cylinders or calipers then you should have residual pressure valves. Use a 2psi valve for disc
brake calipers and 10psi valve for drum brake wheel cylinders. The valve will
maintain 2 or 10psi between the caliper/wheel cylinder and the valve. That is
enough pressure to keep the brake fluid from flowing back from the wheels and
leaking past the reservoir vent and on to the ground. The second function of the
residual pressure is that there is a slight preload on the brakes keeping them
“at the ready.”

Combination Valves

The combination valve is several valves in one. There is a brake light warning
switch and isolation valve, a metering valve for the front brakes, and a proportioning valve for the rear brakes.

Isolation Valves

The brake light warning switch, also known as a pressure differential switch, is
part of the isolation valve. The isolation valve is controlled by the front and rear
incoming brake pressure. The valve has incoming brake pressure acting on each
side of a piston. If the pressure on one side of the piston is more than the other
side, the piston will start moving toward the lower pressure. At a predetermined
point of piston movement the brake light warning switch is triggered. If the
pressure difference continues the piston will move far enough to completely
stop fluid flow to the side with the lower pressure. At this point the piston will
not return to center until the valve is disassembled and reset. Let’s say that
one of the front brake hoses were to burst. The lack of front brake pressure
would have caused the warning light to come on, and the isolation valve would
stop the fluid flow to the front brakes. At the same time the rear brakes are still
working, and there is only a minimal loss of brake fluid.

Cut-Away View of CPP Prop Valve

Valve Removed

CPP #PV-TOOL
Installed

Metering Valves

The metering valve causes a slight delay in the front brakes. The valve stops
fluid from moving until it is above a preset pressure (75 to 150psi) then the
valve opens and the fluid flow is normal. The metering valve’s purpose is to
have the rear drum brakes build enough pressure to overcome the return
springs allowing the rear shoes to engage the rear drums at the same time the
front brake calipers engage the front discs. If the metering valve is used with
rear disc instead of rear drums, the valve function will be the same, however the
rear brakes will engage before the front. This has no negative effects; the rear
brake pressure is not high enough to cause any problems, and will add slightly any more pressure. Let’s look at an example where the brakes are applied
more stability under light braking.
in a hard stop. The pressure will rise front and rear equally to about 500psi;
after that the rear pressure will rise at about half the rate the front does. With
1000psi at the front brakes there will be about 750psi to the rear brakes. (The
Proportioning Valves
first 500psi is equal; increasing the front another 500psi will increase the rear
The front to rear brake balance is partly controlled by the proportioning valve.
250psi.) Once the rear brakes reach their maximum pressure the front can
The proportioning valve has two functions. First, it will reduce the rear brake
continue to rise without the rear rising. Limiting the rear maximum pressure
pressure that exits the valve. Second, it limits the maximum pressure. If the
rear brake pressure coming into the valve is below a preset pressure, typically prevents the rear drums from being damaged by too much pressure and helps
control rear wheel lock up. The proportioning valves work together with the iso500psi, there is no difference in the pressure exiting the valve. The pressure
lation valve. If the isolation valve cycles to prevent the front brakes from getting
required for the valve to start reducing pressure is known as the split or knee
pressure, the proportioning and limiting functions will be bypassed. If the front
point. After the split point the pressure leaving the valve will be less than the
brakes have failed there would be no need to balance the braking forces front
pressure entering the valve. When the output pressure has reached a preset
to rear.
maximum point the valve will close and prevent the rear brakes from getting
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Using the Right
Master Cylinder
Master cylinders come in a variety of sizes, capacities, mounting configurations, plumbing configurations, and some have valves built into them.

Reservoir Size

The master cylinder reservoir should always hold enough fluid to allow the
brake pads to completely wear away without the risk of running out of fluid.
As a disc brake pad wears the caliper piston will extend out of its bore. As the
caliper piston extends, the master cylinder fluid level will drop in order to fill
the caliper bore with brake fluid. If the reservoir is too small there is a possibility that the master cylinder can run out of fluid and the brakes will fail.

Mounting Configuration

There are two common mounting configurations. One is known as deep bore
and the other is known as shallow bore. This refers to the way the pushrod
engages the master cylinder. A deep bore master cylinder will have the pushrod
extend about 1-1/2" into the master cylinder. A shallow bore master cylinder will
have a push rod extend about 1/4" into the master cylinder. All manual brake
applications should be a deep bore set up. In a deep bore setup the pushrod
will go about 2" into the master cylinder. This deep engagement ensures that
the pushrod can not accidentally fall out of the master cylinder. Some power
booster applications require a deep bore master cylinder, however most use a
shallow bore master cylinder. The relation of the pushrod to the master cylinder is very important. If there is too much clearance between them the brake
pedal will be low and may go all the way to the floor before the brakes start
to function. If there is not enough clearance, the master cylinder may become
“preloaded” by the pushrod. If the master cylinder has preload, the brakes will
drag and get hot; when this happens to a disc brake the brakes can sometimes
lockup. It may become impossible to move the vehicle until the brakes have
cooled down, or the bleed screws are opened to relieve the hydraulic pressure.

Plumbing Configurations

Most vehicles built before 1967 were equipped with a single circuit master cylinder. These master cylinders are also known as a single system. If any portion
of a single system were to fail there will be no brakes. A single circuit master
cylinder can be easily identified by the single tube plumbed into the master
cylinder. Every vehicle made from 1967 on will have been equipped with a dual
circuit master cylinder. These have two independent hydraulic systems working
inside one master cylinder. If one portion of the system failed the second system will continue to function. These dual systems will have at least two tubes
plumbed into the master cylinder. Some of these dual circuit master cylinders
will have provisions to plumb four tubes into them. This can be helpful when
using the master cylinder in a custom application were there is not enough
space on one side of the master cylinder to plumb the tubes.

Master Cylinders with Built-in Valves

DEEP BORE
(Used with all manual brakes)
BORE ADAPTER
(Used with some power brakes)
* Exclusive adapter comes only with CPP
master cylinders

Bolting the Parts
Together
The entire brake system should be dry fitted and adjusted before any brake fluid
is added, or the system is bled. This is done so that you can remove part of the
system in order to make an adjustment and not loose any fluid or have to rebleed the brakes.

Pedal Assembly

Something that many people are not aware of when upgrading their system is
the brake pedal adjustment. Improper pedal adjustment can do the following:
• Preload the booster causing brakes to drag and 			
eventually lock up.
• Damage the booster's internal components by actu-			
ating at an improper angle.
Many vehicles have a second hole on the pedal assembly that was originally
intended for power brake applications. The required hole is generally 1" to
1-1/2" lower than the original manual brake hole. If there is no second hole, you
may need to drill the hole in the pedal arm to properly align the pushrod. The
easiest way to determine the perfect location for this hole is to find the center
of the pushrod's vertical travel to ensure that its actuation is as inline with the
booster as possible.
1. Gently lift the end of the pushrod until it stops and noting the location
where the clevis on the pushrod locates on the pedal arm. You can mark
this location.
2. Then gently push the pushrod down until it stops. Mark this location as
well.
3. The correct location for the hole is in the middle between the two marks on the
pedal arm. Mark and drill the new hole in the center of the pedal arm. Attach
the pushrod to the pedal arm.

Some master cylinders have valves built in. These valves work similar to the
valves that would be plumbed externally. Internal valves have fewer connections Pedal Rod Adjustment
and therefore fewer places for a potential leak. They simplify the plumbing and Check free play in the pedal by applying pressure to the pedal with your hand
and noting how far the pedal travels before resistance is felt. It should be
help make the system look better.
approximately 1/4"; adjust the rod as needed. This free play allows the master
cylinder piston to return to the "at-rest" position and prevents preloading the
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system. Too much free play will drop the pedal too far before applying brake
pressure and the pedal may even hit the floor before applying full braking
force to the system. Free play is also dependent upon proper adjustment of the
booster pushrod. See "Adjusting the Booster Pushrod" below. Note: It is a good
idea to paint the master cylinder to prevent rust. See our tech tip on our website
at: www.classicperform.com/Instructions/PDF/DIY-Cast-Iron-MC-Rust-Prev.pdf

The pushrod that actuates the master cylinder must be properly adjusted. There
should be a slight clearance of 1/32" to 1/16" between the booster pushrod and
master cylinder. Interference between the pushrod and master cylinder will preload the master cylinder. When the master cylinder is preloaded it will not release
the hydraulic pressure causing the brakes to drag and heat up. As disc brakes
heat up they expand between the pads and can eventually lock the brakes. Too
much clearance will cause excessive free play in the pedal.

Master Cylinder
Bore Depth

To make 100% certain of a properly adjusted booster pushrod for your master,
we offer a master cylinder depth gauge (#MCDG). The illustration at left demonstrates how to use this tool. First measure the distance the booster pushrod
extends past the mounting surface of the booster. Then measure the depth of
the master cylinder piston with the other end of the tool. Adjust the pushrod as
needed.

Warning: All manual brake applications MUST use a deep bore master cylinder.
This will prevent the pushrod from being able to fall out of the master cylinder.
A deep bore master cylinder will have the pushrod extend about 1-1/2" into the
master cylinder. A shallow bore master cylinder will have a push rod extend
about 1/4" into the master cylinder. CPP has a bore adapter that will convert a
standard GM deep bore into a shallow bore.
The booster push rod and master cylinder need to be matched to each other.
Most boosters are made to work with a shallow bore master cylinder; however
some boosters require a deep bore master cylinder. Warning: Never preload a
master cylinder, the brakes will drag and overheat!

Mounting the Caliper
When mounting the brake calipers ensure that the bleed screws are positioned
above the piston bore. If the bleed screws can not be positioned high enough,
it may be necessary to unbolt the caliper from its mount and temporarily reposition it while the caliper is being bled.
Check that the caliper is square to the rotor. If the caliper is misaligned, it will
cause the brake pedal to have a long stroke, feel “soft”, and may allow to the
pedal to travel to the floor without stopping the vehicle. Depending on the
type of caliper and mounting bracket it may be necessary to shim or “tweak”
(lightly bend) the mounting bracket. Some caliper installations may require the
caliper be shimmed on its mount. Always follow the manufacturer's instructions for mounting the calipers.

Adjusting the Booster Pushrod

Routing the hard lines

There are several guidelines you need to follow when routing the hard lines
(brake tubing) through the vehicle.
Minimize the amount of heat the lines are exposed to. Always keep the lines as
far from as the exhaust as possible.
CPP's Master Cylinder Depth Gauge (#MCDG)

NOTE: Never use
any type of sealant on brake line
fittings. Inverted
flares seal on the
flare itself, not the
threads.

Secure the lines so that they cannot chafe or rub against other objects.
Only use brake line tubing made specifically for brake lines. Tubing made from
other materials may crack, split, or burst over time from repetitive use.
Always connect the hard lines with a flared fitting. Warning: Never use a compression fitting, they can fail with the high pressures in a brake system.
Never use a line with a kink. A kinked or crushed line is more likely to break,
and can hold hydraulic pressure between the caliper/wheel cylinder and the
kink, or prevent pressure from reaching the caliper/wheel cylinder.

Connecting the hoses

Never install a hose with a twist in it. The length of the hose should be adequate to allow full suspension movement and steering movement without pulling the hose tight. The hoses should be routed in a way to prevent them from
rubbing against any other objects, especially the tire and wheel. If the hoses
show signs of cracking, swelling, or leaking they should be replaced with new
hoses. If the brake fluid is dirty and you are installing new components, you
should replace the hoses before you bleed or flush the brake fluid. The hoses
will have the smallest restriction that the brake fluid must move through. If
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there are any loose objects in the brake fluid such as rust, they can collect and
clog the brake hose.

Adjusting the Parking Brake

Adjusting the parking brake is a critical step that many people miss when
installing rear disc brakes. Our rear disc brake calipers are equipped with an
integral self adjusting parking brake. Regular use of the parking brake will
compensate for pad wear. If you do not use your parking brake during normal
operation you can expect the pads to wear and develop more of a gap between
the rotor and the pads. This will make the pedal go lower to the floor. The
parking brakes should be adjusted before the brakes are bled. Make sure to
install emergency brake cables before adjusting the calipers. Failure to adjust
the parking brake can result in no brakes, dragging brakes, overheating brakes,
and premature brake wear. Lincoln-style calipers simply apply the parking
brake several times until the parking brake can stop the car from rolling. If
using the Cadillac-style caliper follow this procedure:
1. Tighten the rotor against the axle flange.
2. Install the caliper in its mounting bracket.
3. Remove the parking brake return spring.
4. Cycle the parking brake several times. Do this by moving the lever in the
same direction the cable would pull it. This motion would compress the
return spring if it were still installed. Some caliper assemblies may self
adjust by cycling the lever in this way, others may not it; simply depends
on how much internal friction the parking brake assembly has compared to
the friction caused by the piston seal.
5. When the parking brake is adjusted correctly, the lever will only move 1/16"
to 1/8" from the stop that limits the lever's movement to the fully released
position (see illustration below). If the parking brake is correctly adjusted,
reinstall the return spring, and finish the installation. If the lever moves
more than 1/8", continue with the adjustment procedure.

secures the parking lever to the caliper assembly. Place them in a clean
location.
7. Temporarily attach the parking brake lever and position the lever against the
stop. Without rotating the shaft the lever is attached to, remove the lever
and mark the position of one of the points on the hexagon shaft.
8. Loosely install the nut back onto the lever shaft. Using a 9/16" open end
wrench turn the shaft in the direction opposite to the direction the cable
pulls the lever. As you turn the lever, the shaft will move into the caliper
housing until the wrench is snug against the nut and the caliper; as you
continue to rotate the shaft, the internal ratchet mechanism within the caliper will begin to adjust. (You should be able to feel the resistance increase
slightly once the ratchet mechanism begins to adjust.) Once you have
made an adjustment to the mechanism, turn the shaft in the direction to
activate the parking brake. Using the wrench turn the shaft until the parking brake is applied. Check to see if the mark you made lines up with one
of the points on the hexagon shaft. If not, continue to make adjustments
until the mark lines up with of the points on the hexagon shaft. Remove the
wrench and nut from the shaft. Reinstall the lever in the correct position to
work with the spring and cable. Do not install the nylon washer or the seal
at this time. Further adjustment may be needed. Using the lever, activate
the parking brake. Check to see if the parking brake is now adjusted. The
lever should not move more than 1/8" from the stop. If the parking brake is
not adjusted correctly, make another adjustment as explained in this step.
9. Once the brake is adjusted, reinstall the seal and nylon washer between the
caliper body and the parking brake lever. Tighten the lever retaining nut,
and reinstall the parking brake return spring.

Bleeding the System

Do not attempt to bleed the brakes until after the complete brake system as
been dry fitted.
If you are replacing the master cylinder, or the brake reservoir has been emptied you will need to bench bleed the master cylinder.

6. Remove the nut, lever, seal and nylon washer from the adjusting screw that

Parking Brake Engaged:
INCORRECT
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Bench Bleeding the Master Cylinder
*Important: Do NOT skip this step!*

The master cylinder can be bench bled by two different methods. The conventional method requires a tool like a screwdriver be used to cycle the master
cylinder by hand. This method causes a small amount of foam in the master
cylinder. The other method is to use a syringe to push fluid thru the master
cylinder. This method will not cause the fluid to foam.
The conventional method: Mount, hold, clamp or secure the master cylinder
in a level position. A bench vise is a good way to keep the master cylinder
level. Fill the master cylinder reservoir/s with brake fluid. If you have a master
cylinder bleed kit, install the fittings into the master cylinder, connect the hoses
to the fittings, and put the other end of the hose into the master cylinder reservoir. If you do not have a master cylinder bleed kit you will want to have some
sort of container under the master cylinder to catch the fluid that comes out of
the master cylinder ports. With your screwdriver like tool compress the master
cylinder piston until it reaches the bottom of its travel. Release the pistons so
that it will return to the “at rest” position. Continue to cycle the master cylinder
until no more air comes out of the master cylinder ports.
The syringe method: Mount, hold, clamp or secure the master cylinder in a
level position. A bench vise is a good way to keep the master cylinder level. Fill
the master cylinder reservoir/s with brake fluid. If you have a master cylinder
bleed kit, install the fittings into the master cylinder, connect the hoses to the
fittings, and put the other end of the hose into the master cylinder reservoir.
If you do not have a master cylinder bleed kit you will want to have some sort
of container under the master cylinder to catch the fluid that comes out of
the master cylinder ports. Using the syringe, inject brake fluid directly into the
larger of the two openings in the bottom of each master cylinder reservoir. The
larger hole is closest to the master cylinder mounting flange. It is known as
the take up port. As fluid enters the take up port, it will fill the take up portion
of the master cylinder and then begin to fill the rest of the master cylinder.
Continue using the syringe to inject fluid into the master cylinder until no more
air comes out of the master cylinder ports. You will need to do this for each
circuit in the master cylinder. There is a take up port for each circuit.
Immediately after bench bleeding the master cylinder reinstall it back onto
the car and connect the brake lines. The more quickly it is reinstalled the less
chance of getting air back into the master cylinder.

Bleeding the Brakes

The purpose for bleeding the brakes is to remove all of the air from within the
brake system. Any amount of air trapped in the brake system is dangerous. It
will cause the brake pedal to feel spongy, soft, low, and may completely prevent the brakes from working. You will need to push the air out of the system
by moving a large amount of fluid thru the system as quickly as possible. An
air bubble will rise up to the highest point it can. A bubble will never move
down on its own, it will need to be forced down with a flow of brake fluid.
If you attempt to “gravity bleed” the system you will never remove all of the
air. In some applications you may need to use a pressure bleeder in order to
remove all of the air. A typical pressure bleeder can move several gallons of
fluid non stop in under 1 minute.
Example; you have a long run of brake line that runs up and down. As you pump
the pedal you move enough fluid to push the air bubble almost to the bottom of
the run. As you release the pedal, gravity pulls the fluid to the bottom of the run
while the bubble moves back to the top. The bubble will have a “yo-yo” action
where it goes down und up but never gets removed from the brake line no mater
how many times you pump the pedal.
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Top off the master cylinder reservoir with new brake fluid before you begin to
bleed the brake system. Check the reservoir often. As you bleed the brakes,
count how many pumps you have done and check the brake fluid level. You
should be able to get an idea of how often to check the fluid level. As a general rule you can get 10-15 pumps from the rear circuit before the brake fluid
becomes low and 7-12 pumps in the front circuit. If you allow the master cylinder to draw air into the master cylinder bore, or run the master cylinder out of
fluid you will need to bench bleed the master cylinder again. To avoid spilling
brake fluid keep the lid on the master cylinder as you pump the brakes. When
the brake pedal is released the brake fluid will flow back into the reservoir and
create a small fountain that can splash and spill over the top of the master
cylinder.
Begin at the caliper/wheel cylinder that is farthest from the master cylinder.
This will minimize the chance of cycling the isolation valve. As you bleed each
caliper/wheel cylinder a small amount of brake fluid will be expelled out of
the bleed screw. It is recommended that you use a small piece of clear hose
attached to the bleed screw to direct this used brake fluid into a container to
prevent making a mess with the brake fluid. You can watch the fluid coming
out of the hose and know when the air is removed.
Have an assistant apply a moderate amount of pressure to the brake pedal.
Open the bleed screw and allow the air and fluid to be vented from the brake
system. Your assistant should press the brake pedal to the floor in a smooth
relaxed motion. Do not have the assistant hold the pedal on the floor before the
bleed screw is opened. If the brake pedal is held against the floor then there
maybe several thousand psi of hydraulic pressure behind the bleed screw;
this is dangerous. Opening the bleed screw with that much pressure could
injure you or cause damage to your vehicle. Close the bleed screw before your
assistant allows the brake pedal to come back up. Continue bleeding the system until there are no signs of air coming out of the bleed screw. Move to the
wheel that is the next farthest distance from the master cylinder. Note; If the
bleed screw port does not intersect the caliper bore at its highest point it may
be necessary to temporarily reposition the caliper so that the bleed screw port
is at the highest part of the caliper bore.
After all of the calipers/ wheel cylinders are bled you should be finished. If the
master cylinder mounts so that the front is higher than the back it is possible
to get an air bubble trapped inside master cylinder bore. No amount of bleeding will remove this bubble. It is possible to create a back flow that will expel
the last bubble trapped within the master cylinder bore. Simply unbolt the
master cylinder from the booster, point the master cylinder slightly nose down.
For front disc brakes use a small pry bar to pry the inner pad away from the
brake disc. This will compress the caliper piston back into the caliper bore and
move a large amount of brake fluid from the caliper bore back into the master
cylinder reservoir and push that last bubble out of the master cylinder bore and
into the reservoir. On rear disc brakes with a parking brake a similar effect can
be created by simply applying and releasing the parking brake several times.
With drum brakes use a tool like a screwdriver to actuate the master cylinder.
As the return springs pull the brake shoes back, the wheel cylinders will compress and push the brake fluid back into the reservoir. Reattach the master
cylinder to the booster. On disc brake vehicles you will need to cycle the brake
pedal several times to extend the caliper piston out of its bore, and bring the
pads back into contact with the disc.
Top off the master cylinder with brake fluid. Install the master cylinder lid.
Check that the brakes are working before you attempt to drive vehicle.

Diagnosing brake problems

Before you attempt to diagnose a brake problem you must have already bled
the brakes.
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INCORRECT
Air
Fluid

CORRECT

Check out our detailed brake hose installation instructions at:
classicperform.com/Instructions/PDF/Brake-Hose-Installation-Tip.pdf

Start with a simple isolation:
Use clamps or locking pliers to carefully pinch the rubber brake hoses closed.
This will check the brake system between the brake pedal and the rubber
hoses. Step on the pedal after the hoses are pinched closed. If the brake pedal
feels low or soft then the master cylinder is bad, or there is air in the brake
system someplace between the clamp up to and including the master cylinder.
If the pedal feels good then release the clamps one hose at a time and step on
the pedal. This will add only one brake caliper at a time to the brake system.
Do this for each hose. Try to identify which hose made the brake feel the worse
when the clamp was removed. Note: This is not recommended on braided hoses.
Starting at the caliper that made the biggest difference with the simple isolation, carefully inspect the hose for swelling, and the caliper for excess movement. If the caliper has a built in parking brake check that the parking brake is
adjusted. A misadjusted parking brake will make the brake pedal feel low and
soft. Have someone repeatedly step on the brake pedal. Watch the caliper to
see if it is moving or flexing. Also watch the pads to see if they are compressing. Some pads are made softer than others and it is not uncommon to see
them compress as the brake is applied. If they compress too far it can become
a problem. If the caliper is flexing then you will want to switch to a more rigid
caliper. If the caliper is twisting or moving on the brackets then the caliper is
not aligned with the rotor. Unbolt the caliper from the mounting brackets, leave
the caliper on the rotor and step on the brake pedal. This will help to identify
whether or not the caliper mounting bracket is not square with the rotor. There
will always be some slight misalignment between the caliper and the rotor due
to manufacturing tolerances. The brakes will be their best when the calipers

are aligned to with the rotor. If the caliper is not moving, and the parking brake
is adjusted there may be air trapped in the caliper.
If there was no one particularly large change when the clamps were released,
then all of the brakes may be slightly affected, and the sum of all of them is
more than the master cylinder can handle.
Another common problem is brake fade. When the brakes fade they simply
lose stopping power. Brake fade occurs when the brake rotor and pad become
too hot. The actual temperature that a brake can withstand depends on several
factors: the type of friction material, the amount of carbon in the brake disc,
the surface of the disc, etc. A brake works by converting movement (the rotation of the disc/drum) into heat. The brake should be large enough to absorb
the heat generated in a long hard stop without getting too hot. Then the brake
cooling takes effect to cool the brake between stops. If the brake is too light to
absorb the heat from a single stop then the brake will fade in the first stop. If
the cooling is insufficient then the brake will overheat in subsequent stops, or
during a long descent.
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Brake Troubleshooting Chart
SYMPTOM

CAUSE

Improve the brake cooling
Use a slotted and drilled rotor
Use a higher temperature brake pad
Use a larger brake rotor
Use a larger caliper and pad

Soft, Spongy, Low
Air in lines/aerated fluid
or No Pedal		
		
Parking brake out of adjustment
		
Incorrect pedal ratio
		
Master cylinder bore size too small
		
Bad flexible brake hoses
		
Booster pushrod out of adjustment
		
Caliper misaligned to rotor
		
		
		
		
Brake pad kick back
		
		
		
		
Leaking caliper
		
Bad master cylinder
		
Drum shoes out of adjustment
		
Drum and shoe have different arch
		
		
Oversized wheel cylinder
		
		
Vacuum Booster
Not enough engine vacuum
not Working		
Broken or blocked vacuum check valve
		
Collapsed vacuum hose
		
No vacuum to the vacuum hose
		
Bad power booster

Bleed brake system
Flush the brake fluid

Pedal Too Hard
Vacuum booster not working
		
Frozen wheel cylinder
		
Binding pedal linkage
		
Blocked brake hose/line
		
Undersized caliper piston
		
		
Undersized wheel cylinder
		
		
Misadjusted proportioning valve
		
Vehicle too heavy for brake system
		
Dragging Brakes
Improperly adjusted parking brake
		
Pre-loaded master cylinder
		
		
		
Pre-loaded power booster
		
		
Residual check valves
		
		
Blocked brake hose/line
		
Caliper misaligned to rotor
		
		
		
		
Drum shoes out of adjustment

10

SOLUTION

Not Enough Brake
Overheated Brake/Brake Fade
		
		
		
		

Adjust the parking brake
Change pedal ratio
Use a larger bore master cylinder
Replace the brake hoses
Adjust the booster push rod
Straighten caliper mounting bracket
Shim the caliper mounting bracket
Adjust wheel bearings
Replace wheel bearings
Adjust wheel bearings
Replace wheel bearings
Repair loose axle C-clip (rear disc only)
Adjust the parking brake
Replace the caliper
Replace the master cylinder
Adjust the shoes
Replace drums
Replace shoes
Use a smaller wheel cylinder
Use a larger master cylinder
Add a vacuum pump
Replace the check valve
Replace the vacuum hose
Connect the hose to a good vacuum source
Replace the booster
See chart above
Replace wheel cylinder
Correct the pedal linkage
Replace the brake hose/line
Use a caliper with a larger piston
Use a master cylinder with a smaller piston
Use a larger wheel cylinder
Use a master cylinder with a smaller piston
Readjust the proportioning valve
Upgrade the brake system
Adjust the parking brake		
Adjust pedal assembly
Adjust the pushrod between the master cylinder and brake pedal
Adjust the pushrod between the booster and the master cylinder
Adjust pedal assembly
Adjust the pushrod between the booster and brake pedal
Use a lower pressure residual check valve
Remove residual check valve
Replace the brake hose/line
Straighten caliper mounting bracket
Shim the caliper mounting bracket
Adjust wheel bearings
Replace wheel bearings
Adjust the shoes
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SYMPTOM

CAUSE

		
Brake Light on Dash is Lit
Leaking hose/line
(Unequal Pressure Between		
Front and Rear)
Bad flexible brake hoses
		
Air in lines/aerated fluid
		
		
Leaking caliper/wheel cylinder
		
Drum shoes out of adjustment
		
Improperly adjusted parking brake
		
Caliper misaligned to rotor
		
		
		
		
Brake pad kick back
		
		
		
		
Drum shoes out of adjustment
		
Drum and shoe have different arch
		
		
Parking Brake Not Working
Improperly adjusted parking brake
		
Broken parking brake cable
		
Brake Pulls to One Side
Bad wheel alignment
		
Oil/fluid on brake friction
		
Drum shoes out of adjustment
		
Improperly adjusted parking brake
		
Blocked brake hose/line
		
Frozen wheel cylinder
		
Rear Brakes Lockup First
Misadjusted proportioning valve

SOLUTION

Replace leaking hose/line
Replace the brake hoses
Bleed brake system
Flush the brake fluid
Replace the leaking caliper/wheel cylinder
Adjust the shoes
Adjust the parking brake
Straighten caliper mounting bracket
Shim the caliper mounting bracket
Adjust wheel bearings
Replace wheel bearings
Adjust wheel bearings
Replace wheel bearings
Repair loose axle C-clip (rear disc only)
Adjust the parking brake
Adjust the shoes
Replace drums
Replace shoes
Adjust the parking brake
Replace the parking brake cable
Align the suspension
Replace pads/shoes
Clean the brake friction surfaces
Adjust the shoes
Adjust the parking brake
Replace the brake hose/line
Replace wheel cylinder
Readjust the proportioning valve

No proportioning valve
		
Proportioning valve not working

Use a proportioning valve

Front calipers pistons too small
		
		
Oil/fluid on front brake friction

Use a larger front caliper
Use a smaller rear caliper/wheel cylinder

		
Front drum shoes out of adjustment
		
Blocked front brake hose/line
		
Frozen front wheel cylinder
		
Front brakes overheated/faded
		
		
		
		
Not Enough Rear Brake
Misadjusted proportioning valve
		
Proportioning valve not working
		
Oil/fluid on frear brake friction
		
Rear drum shoes out of adjustment
		
Blocked rear brake hose/line
		
Frozen rear wheel cylinder
		
Rear brakes overheated/faded
		
		
		
		

Replace the proportioning valve

Replace front pads/shoes
Clean the brake friction surfaces
Adjust the shoes
Replace the brake hose/line
Replace wheel cylinder
Improve the brake cooling
Use a slotted and drilled rotor
Use a higher temperature brake pad
Use a larger brake rotor
Use a larger caliper and pad
Readjust the proportioning valve
Replace the proportioning valve
Replace front pads/shoes
Clean the brake friction surfaces
Adjust the shoes
Replace the brake hose/line
Replace wheel cylinder
Improve the brake cooling
Use a slotted and drilled rotor
Use a higher temperature brake pad
Use a larger brake rotor
Use a larger caliper and pad
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Brake & Power Steering Installation and Technical Guide

Power Steering
Tech Tips
Power Steering Fluid

Always use the correct type of power steering fluid that is recommended by the
manufacturer. If you have components from several different manufacturers it is
important that the fluid used is compatible with all the components. Most high
quality fluids will list the manufacturers that their fluid is compatible with on their
label.

Vibrations in the Steering Wheel and Column

In some installations the steering wheel or column could vibrate while the car is
being driven. Whenever possible, use a rag joint to connect the steering box or
rack and pinion to the steering shaft. If there is not enough space for a rag joint
you may be able to use a smaller diameter vibration damper. The diameter of these
dampers is only slightly larger than a steering shaft coupler, but a couple of inches
longer than a rag joint.

Pressure Reduction

It is highly unlikely that you will need to reduce the pump pressure. Reducing the
pressure will not make the steering less sensitive. It may make the car more difficult to steer at low (parking lot) speeds or when stopped. A better way to make the
steering less sensitive, or require more effort at driving speeds is to increase the
caster. Caster makes the steering wheel return to center and increases the steering wheel effort. Most manual steering cars use about 1 degree positive caster,
while most power steering systems work well between 3.5 and 7 of degrees positive caster.

Remote Reservoir Systems

When using a remote reservoir, always mount the reservoir higher than the pump,
and as close as possible to the pump. Long hoses and a low mounted reservoir can
reduce the fluid flow to the pump causing the fluid to cavitate. Cavitation will not
allow the pump to create pressure, and causes the pump to wear at a faster rate.
Always use the largest size hose possible between the reservoir and the pump.

Connecting the Steering Shafts

1. Determine whether you will need a two or three U-joint system. This is dictated by the angle between the shafts. We recommend up to 15° per U-joint
for the optimum system, however up to 30° is acceptable. A support bearing
will needed if you are using more than two U-joints.
2. Select the type of couplers, or U-joints, and shaft that will be needed. The
Application Guide lists the most common shaft sizes used on steering boxes
and rack and pinions. If the Application Guide does not list your application,
then measure the diameter of the shaft and count the number of splines. If
there is a section without splines, count the number of splines that go half way
around the shaft and multiply by 2 to determine the correct spline count. Some
shafts do not use splines; instead they have two large flats. These are known
as DD shaft. They are usually 3/4" DD or 1” DD.
3. Measure the length of steering shafts that you will need to connect the column
to the steering box or rack and pinion. It may be necessary to order the shaft
longer than you need and adjust the shaft length after you install the couplers
or U-joints on the column and steering box/rack and pinion.
4. Connect all of the shafts and couplers. Turn the steering wheel back and forth
to the ends of the steering travel, checking to see if any of the shafts, U-joints,
or other parts of the steering system can bind; make any changes needed to
get a smooth steering movement. Also make certain that all of the U-joints are
phased correctly.

a drill bit that is just small enough to not damage the threads in the U-joint,
and drill a very shallow hole. This hole should be just deep enough to prevent
the U-joint from coming off the shaft if the set screw were to come loose.
Re-install the set screw and start this process over at the next set screw.

Fasteners

All bolt and nut fasteners are important attaching parts in that they can affect
the performance of vital components. If replacement of these fasteners becomes
necessary, style, type, quality and grade MUST be equivalent to OEM. DO NOT use
a lesser substitute. Torque values must be maintained during assembly to assure
proper retention of vital components.

New vs. Used vs. Rebuilt

Purchasing used is gambling, especially when you don’t know the history of the
source vehicle. When you connect a power steering pump to a rack or gear, you
are instantly contaminating one with the other. The fluid can flow 8 to 10 quarts per
minute and at that volume, it doesn’t take long for the contaminated fluid from one
unit to infect the other. If using a used pump, we highly recommend using a power
steering return line filter (#20-0038F). So, now your choices are new or rebuilt. In
many cases, new is no longer available and in some cases a new unit may never
have been tested. When purchasing from CPP, all of our units are 100% tested.

Getting it Up and Running

Building a street rod or other specialty vehicle requires a different start up procedure than just replacing a worn out unit. Power steering systems are self bleeding,
but we must help them a little along the way. It is preferred that the power steering
system be the last to get going. This is because you will have your hands plenty
busy firing up a fresh engine. After everything is working fine and all your adjustments completed, now is the time to hook up the power steering pump belt.

V-Belt Systems

1. Fill the system with your high quality fluid and let it set undisturbed for a few
minutes while you recheck your work. Leave the reservoir cap off. Use this time
to wipe the components off in preparation for leak check and visually inspect
the hose routing, belt alignment and attaching hardware.
2. After your inspection, raise the front wheels off the ground and support the
vehicle. Without starting the engine, slowly begin to cycle the steering wheel.
The key here is “slowly”; about one revolution per 8-10 seconds. Continue to
top off the fluid level at the reservoir. When the level remains steady, inspect for
leaks and start the engine.
3. Check the fluid level and inspect for leaks. Some vane type pumps require 1000
RPM or more to take the fluid down. Slowly cycle the steering wheel in both
directions, lightly contacting the wheel stops. Continue to check the fluid level
and add if necessary. If the pump begins to get noisy, turn the engine off and
let the system set for 15 minutes. Air in the system will cause the pump to
growl and the fluid level may rise when the engine is turned off.
4. Repeat the above steps until the system is operating normally. If air is still a
problem after several rest periods, it may be that air is entering the system
faster that it can be expelled at the reservoir fill. Look for leaks. Even the
smallest of fluid leaks can be a source of massive amounts of air entering the
system.
5. Always test drive the vehicle, making sure it is safe.

Serpentine Systems

Obviously, the serpentine system does not allow for engine startup prior to power
steering startup. Therefore, follow all of the above steps and take special precaution on step #2.

5. Where any set screws are used you will need to make a small indentation were
the set screw contacts the steering shaft. The set screws one at time use
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HAHK-S & #HAHK-R HydraStop™
Hose Instructions

#

Preparing your pressure hoses:

2. Measure the length of hose needed to connect to
the high pressure port on the power steering box or
rack. (This will be the fitting that originally have the
1. Cut hose square to length with fine toothed hack saw
pressure hose from the pump connected.)
or cut-off wheel. (Cut off wheel is ideal for a cleaner,
fray free cut. Also, a firm strike with a sharp chisel,
against a hard surface, will do the trick.) To minimize 3. Mark this hose to be trimmed. When marking hoses
to trim, use caution not to trim too much hose. Cut
wire braid flare out, wrap hose with masking tape
hose square to length with fine toothed hack saw or
and cut through the tape. Remove tape, trim loose
cut-off wheel. (image 1)
wires and flush with lube before next step. Burrs on
bore of tube should be removed with a knife. Clean
the hose bore. Sometimes wire braid will “neck
down’ on one end and “flare out” on the other end.
This can be used to an advantage. Slip two sockets
back to back over the “necked down” end of the
hose., position approximately three inches from each
end. Mount nipple hex in a vise. Work the hose bore
over the nipple to size the tube and aid in separating
the braid prior to fitting the sleeve. Remove hose
from nipple.

Stainless

2. Push the sleeve over the end of the tube and under
the wire braid by hand. Complete positioning of
the sleeve by pushing the hose end against a flat
surface. Visually inspect to see that the tube butts
against the inside should of the sleeve. Set the
sleeve barbs into the Teflon™ tube by pushing a
round nose tapered punch into the end of the sleeve
and tube.

(Cut off wheel is ideal for a cleaner, fray free cut.)
4. Remove the end of the 90° pressure fitting from
the end that will connect to the AN fitting. Install
the portion onto the hose by screwing counter

3. Lubricate nipple and socket threads. Use a
molydisulfide base lubricant for stainless steel
fittings (e.g. Molykote Type G): lubricants containing
chloride are not recommended. Other material
combinations use standard petroleum lubricants.
Hold the nipple with hex in the vise. Push hose over
nipple with twisting motion until seated against
nipple chamfer. Push socket forward and start
threading of socket to nipple.
4. Wrench tighten 90° fitting hex until clearance with
hose socket hex is at .031 inches. Your thumbnail
is a convenient measuring device. Tight further to
align corners of nipple and socket hex. Clean hoses
after assembly but prior to installation to prevent
contamination and voiding warranty.

clockwise. (image 2)
(The internal barbs are LH thread.)
Use an anti seize compound on the male threads
of the portion wit the female AN fitting and screw it

Note: To disassemble: Unscrew and remove nipple; slide
socket back on hose by tapping against flat surface;
remove sleeve with pliers.
Important: Fittings may be disassembled and reused
at least once. However, all such fittings should be
carefully examined for distortion, thread damage and I.D.
dimensions. New sleeve is recommended upon reuse of
fitting.

Rubber

1. Connect a high pressure hose to the hydraulic
booster on the driver side. Measure the length of
hose needed to connect to the power steering pump
high pressure port. Mark the hose to be trimmed.
into the piece connected to the hose.(image 3)
Loosely connect the other high pressure hose to the Repeat the process for the second pressure hose. Clean
hydraulic booster on the passenger side.
hoses after assembly but prior to installation to prevent
contamination and voiding warranty.

Preparing your return hoses:

1. Use the one piece of return line and cut it into 3
lines. You’ll roughly want to measure with string
first before actually cutting the hoses and plumbing
them.
2. Connect the return line to your original gear box
return line that you have removed the rubber from,
loosely use a 3/8ths clamp on the hose. Cut the
return line so that tee ends approx where your two
high pressure lines are. Install the short part of the
tee into the return line connecting to your box. If you
have the recommended filter, install it between the
tee and the gear box. The straight part of the tee will
be use to connect from the power steering reservoir
and the return tube on the hydraulic booster.
3. Connect the hose to the side of the tee closest to the
pump loosely with a 3/8ths clamp, measure to the
power steering return tube on the reservoir and cut
the line and connect it loosely with a 3/8ths clamp.
Use the last of the hose and connect it to the other
straight side of the tee loosely with a 3/8ths clamp.
If you have our hose kit, included is a 5 1/6ths x 24
o-ring to AN6 fitting, you can remove the straight
tube from the hydraulic booster and replace it with
this. Then attach the included AN6 90 degree push
lock fitting, this will give all 3 hoses a 90 degree
hose end making it easier to plumb. Measure to
the hydraulic booster return tube and cut the hose,
connect it loosely with a 3/8ths clamp.
4. With all these hoses connected now is the time
to strap them all down, keep them way from the
manifold or any other extreme heat sources. Once
strapped down tighten down all the 3/8ths clamps
on the return lines. Then tighten the hoses to factory
specs or if using our hoses use a wrench to hold the
AN6 fitting in place, then tighten the high pressure
hoses to (torque spec needed). If you used the 90°
push lock on the hydraulic booster tighten that also.
Make sure that the master cylinder (recommended
1-1/8” bore) and brake system are bled and you have
a high firm pedal prior to bleeding the steering and
HydraStop™. DO NOT start the engine ant any time
before our steering and HydraStop™ are bled.
Remember:
Be sure to clean hoses after assembly but prior to
installation to prevent contamination and voiding
warranty.
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Common Fitting Sizes

Listed below are some of the more common power steering fitting sizes. There are many others not listed. If you are unsure about which fitting you need, give us a
call.
PRESSURE

RETURN

GM Metric Pump

16mm (M16-1.5) O-ring

Push / Clamp

GM SAE Pump

3/8 tube size (5/8-18 inverted flare)

Push / Clamp

GM Rack & Pinion / GM Metric Gear

18mm (M18-1.5) O-ring

16mm (M16-1.5) O-ring

GM SAE Gear

7/16 tube size (11/16-18 inverted flare)

3/8 tube size (5/8-18 inverted flare)

Ford Mustang II R&P 1974 thru 7-5-77

5/16 tube size (1/2-20 inverted flare)

3/8 tube size (5/8-18 inverted flare)

Ford Mustang II R&P 7-6-77 thru 1978

5/16 tube size (1/2-20 inverted flare)

3/8 tube size (5/8-18) O-ring

Ford T-Bird Rack & Pinion thru 1988

5/16 tube size (9/16-18 inverted flare)

3/8 tube size (5/8-18) O-ring

Dodge Omni Rack & Pinion

18mm (M18-1.5) O-ring

16mm (M16-1.5) O-ring

Mopar Gear with Fitting thru 1971

1/4 or 5/16 male (1/2-20) inverted flare

Push / Clamp at Nozzle

Mopar Gear without Fitting from 1972

5/16 female tube size (1/2-20) O-ring

Push / Clamp at Nozzle

** Although we encourage our customers to use inverted flare
fittings, there are other methods of sealing off hoses. In any
case, avoid the use of pipe or thread dope or Teflon tape. These
products can get into the hydraulic system and do substantial
damage.

Common Torque Specifications
Inverted flare fittings:

25-34 foot pounds

O-ring beaded hoses:

20 foot pounds

Teflon ringed hose fittings:

14-20 foot pounds

Mustang R&P to crossmember:

80-100 foot pounds

Ford R&P to crossmember:

41-54 foot pounds

Gear to frame mounting bolts:

60-65 foot pounds

Pitman arm to sector nut:

235-250 foot pounds

Pump keyway style pulley:

60 foot pounds

Rack & Pinion Pump Diagram
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STEERING BOXES & RACKS SPLINE SIZES
APPLICATION		

Ford Rack
Mustang II & Pinto Manual
Mustang II & Pinto Power
Ford Box
Manual & Power
GM Box Manual
Vega		
Corvette (1963-67)
Corvette (1968-83)
Model 122 (1965-85)
			
Model 525 (1986-Present)
GM Box Power
Model 605 (1978-84)
Model 800 (1977-Prior)
Model 800 (1978-Present)
GM Rack
1979-Present
Variations		
Corvette (1984-Present)
Fiero 1		
Chrysler Box or Rack
Chrysler - Omni Manual
Chrysler - Omni Power
Chrysler - Volar
Chrysler		
Chrysler		
Chrysler		

SIZES

STEERING COLUMNS SPLINE SIZES

SPLINE DIA.

SPLINES

APPLICATION		

SIZES

SPLINE DIA.

SPLINES

3/4"-36
1"-48
3/4"-DD

.750
1.00
.750

36
48
DD

1"-DD

1.00

DD

9/16"-26
3/4"-36

.563
.750

26
36

GM Column
Small Spline
Large Spline
Small DD		

3/4"-36

.750

36

Large DD		

5/8"-36
3/4"-36
3/4"-30
3/4"-30
3/4"-36
3/4"-30

.625
.750
.750
.750
.750
.750

36
36
30
36
36
30

3/4"-30
13/16"-36
3/4"-30

.625
.813
.750

30
36
30

5/8"-36
3/4"-30
17mm DD
17mm DD

.625
.750
.670
.670

36
30
570
570

9/16"-36
9/16"-36
9/4"-30
5/8"-36
3/4"-36
13/16"-36

.563
.563
.750
.625
.750
.813

26
36
36
36
36
36

DETERMINING SPLINE SIZE
To determine the spline size of a component
(rack and pinion, steering column and steering
box), measure the outside diameter and count
the number of splines. If there is a flat spot on
the shaft and some of the splines are missing,
count halfway around where there are splines
and double that number. We need to know how
many teeth are in a theroretical
full circle.
Available U-joint Combinations
are: A) Smooth Bore on both
ends; B) Smooth Bore and
Spline or Double D; C) Spline
and/or Double D on each end.
Double D (DD)

Splined (SP)

Smooth (S)

U-JOINT PHASING

GENERAL TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS:
1/4″ grade 5 10lb/ft
1/4″
5/16″ grade 5 19lb/ft
5/16″
3/8″ grade 5 33lb/ft
3/8″
7/16″ grade 5 54lb/ft
7/16″
1/2″ grade 5 78lb/ft
1/2″
9/16″ grade 5 114lb/ft 9/16″
5/8″ grade 5 154lb/ft 5/8″

grade 8
grade 8
grade 8
grade 8
grade 8
grade 8
grade 8

14lb/ft
29lb/ft
47lb/ft
78lb/ft
119lb/ft
169lb/ft
230lb/ft
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TROUBLESHOOTING
the Front Suspension & Steering System
Too Much Play in Steering System
To provide ease of steering a small amount of backlash of the steering wheel is necessary and the entire steering system must not be adjusted so as to cause
a binding action in any part. A free movement of the rim of the steering wheel in excess of 2” without moving the front wheels is generally considered excessive and is objectionable to many drives.
1.

Excess end play in steering gear worn.

2.

Improper mesh of roller teeth and worm.

3.

End play in steering gear arm shaft from worn bearings.

4.

Steering gear connections adjusted too loosely or worn.

5.

Steering knuckle bearings worn.

6.

Camshaft lever bushings oversize or badly worn.

7.

Cam lever follower worn, chipped or brinnelled.

8.

Steering gear cam worn, chipped, brinnelled, distorted or adjusted off center.

9.

Steering gear cam bearings worn, broken or incorrectly adjusted.

10. Steering wheel loose on post.
11. Loose or worn tie rod connections.
12. Loose or worn drag link connections.
13. Broken ball seat springs at tie rod or drag link.
14. Steering cross tube ends loose on cross tube.
15. Front wheel bearings incorrectly adjusted or worn.
16. Loose or worn steering knuckle bushings or pins.
17. Steering knuckle arms loose at steering knuckles.
18. Steering knuckle arm balls loose in arms.
19. Steering drop arm loose on cam lever shaft.
20. Steering gear case loose on chassis frame.
21. Steering post clamp loose on cowl bracket.
22. Excessive clearance of steering post in upper jacket bushing.

Car Steers Hard
1.

Tires under inflated or unequal inflation.

2.

Tires oversize or abnormally worn.

3.

Lack of lubrication or improper type of lubricant at the rod or drag link joints.

4.

Dirt accumulated at tie rod or drag link joints.

5.

Tie rod or drag link ball seat or ball scored, rough or galded.

6.

Drop arm ball worn out of round.

7.

Steering gear connections adjusted too tight.

8.

Lack of lubrication or improper type of lubricant in steering gear.

9.

Steering camshaft follower meshed too deeply with steering gear cam.

10. Steering gear cam bearings adjusted too tight.
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11. Steering gear cam lever shaft bearings rough, scored, or otherwise damaged.

5.

Wheels, tires or brake drums out of balance.

12. Insufficient clearance of cam lever shaft in bushings.

6.

Front wheel bearing incorrectly adjusted or worn.

13. Cam lever shaft bushings not in proper alignment.

7.

Front wheel bearings too loose resulting in incorrect or uneven camber.

14. Steering gear cam thrust bearings broken, galded, rough or chipped.

8.

Incorrect caster.

15. Insufficient clearance of steering post upper bushing on post.

9.

Incorrect or uneven camber adjustment.

16. Steering gear cam or tube sprung or distorted.

10. Insufficient front wheel toe-in.

17. Worn steering gear parts.
18. Misalignment of steering gear assembly due to method of mounting at
chassis frame and cowl bracket.

11. 1Loose front spring “U” bolts.
12. Weak front springs.
13. Front springs over lubricated.

19. Lack of lubrication of steering knuckle upper and lower bushings and thrust
bearings.

14. Insufficient or incorrect type of fluid in shock absorbers resulting in
inadequate control.

20. Galded, rough, or scored kingpins.

15. Improper adjustment of shock absorber resulting in inadequate control.

21. Insufficient clearance between steering knuckle bushings and kingpins.
22. Insufficient end play in steering knuckles.
23. Steering knuckle thrust bearing races galded, brinnelled, rough,
scored or full of dirt.
24. Bent steering knuckle.
25. Insufficient kingpin inclination.
26. Reverse or excessive front wheel camber.
27. Incorrect front wheel toe-in.

16. Abnormal internal clearances of shock absorbers resulting in inadequate
control.
17. Shock absorber inoperative or leaking.
18. Worn or loose steering gear parts.
19. Steering gear incorrectly adjusted.
20. Steering connections incorrectly adjusted or worn.
21. Incorrect adjustment of steering cross tube.
22. Bent or sprung steering cross tube.
23. Steering cross tube end loose on threads.

28. Excessive caster.

24. Steering cross tube end parts worn or loose.

29. Front axle shifted.

25. Worn or loose steering linkage parts.

30. Frame bent or broken.

26. Tie rod loose.

31. Suspension arms bent or twisted.

27. Drag link adjustment loose.
28. Steering knuckle bearings worn.

Low Speed Shimmy or Front Wheel Wobble
High and low speed shimmy are many times confused by the service man.
Although many of the causes of high and low speed shimmy are identical, the two
conditions have absolutely different characteristics.
Many times a vibration or movement in the steering wheel only is termed a
shimmy. However, this is an incorrect term and should be avoided. Front wheel
shimmy often causes steering movement but originates at the front wheels and is
transferred to the steering wheel.
Low speed shimmy or front wheel wobble as the name implies can be simply
described as a rapid series of oscillations of the wheel and tire assembly about the
kingpins. In other words, the front wheels attempt to alternately point to the right
and the left.
High speed shimmy or front wheel tramp can be simply described as a gallop. In
other words, the condition encountered is very similar to a condition that would be
evident if the front wheels were decidedly “egg shaped.” In cases of severe high
speed shimmy, the front tires actually leave the pavement, while in mild cases
the condition is the same as if the front tires were very rapidly deflated and then
inflated. In high speed shimmy, one front tire appears deflated while the other is
inflated. This condition alternates between the front wheels.
1.

Tires under inflated or unequally inflated.

2.

Irregularities in front wheel tire tread.

3.

Eccentric or bulged tires.

4.

Wheels or tires out of true.

29. Steering knuckle bent.
30. Excessive freedom or looseness of kingpin thrust bearings.
31. Recess cut on underneath side of steering knuckle spindle by rotation of
outer bearing cone resulting in incorrect or uneven camber.
32. Kingpin or bushings worn or loose resulting in incorrect or uneven camber.
33. Bent steering knuckle yoke or spindle resulting in incorrect or uneven
camber.
34. Front axle shifted.
35. Improper load distribution on truck.

High Speed Shimmy or Wheel Tramp
1.

All items listed under “Low Speed Shimmy or Front Wheel Wobble” may
cause this trouble too.

2.

Front wheel, hub, brake drum and tire assembly out of balance.

3.

Front tires and wheels wobble or do not run true.

4.

Front wheel tire tread eccentric or runs-out more than 1/16”.

5.

Rear wheel and tire assemblies out of balance.

6.

Rear wheel wobble or run-out.

7.

Dragging front brakes.
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Steering Wander or Road Weave

Steering Gear Rattles
1.

Insufficient lubricant in steering gear.

2.

Incorrect grade of lubricant used in steering gear assembly.

Incorrect or unequal front wheel camber.

3.

Excessive lash between cam lever follower and cam.

4.

Wheels toe-out in straight ahead position.

4.

Steering gear cam bearings broken, damaged or incorrectly adjusted.

5.

Incorrect or uneven caster.

5.

Excessive radial clearance of cam lever shaft in case bushings.

6.

Front wheels toe-in too much.

6.

Abnormal clearance at steering connections.

7.

Steering gear or linkage connections too loosely adjusted or worn.

7.

Steering post jacket clamp loose on jacket or cowl.

8.

Steering gear or linkage connections adjusted too tight.

8.

Steering post jacket loose at lower end.

9.

Worn steering gear bearings.

9.

Steering gear loose on chassis frame.

1.

Front wheel bearings out of adjustment.

2.

Front and rear tires under inflated or unequally inflated.

3.

10. Steering gear adjusted too tight resulting in driver over-steering.

10. Steering drop arm loose on cam lever shaft.

11. Tight tie rod ends.

11. Excessive looseness in steering linkage.

12. Worn or loose kingpins and bushings.
13. Kingpins too tight in bushings.
14. Steering knuckle bent.

Car Pulls to One Side

15. Steering knuckle bearings worn.
16. Bent axle parts.

1.

Low or uneven tire pressure.

17. Axle shifted.

2.

Rear wheel not tracking with front wheels.

18. Rear axle shifted on springs.

3.

Brakes incorrectly or unevenly adjusted.

19. Cross wind.

4.

Toe-in incorrect.

20. Type of road surface.

5.

Incorrect or uneven caster.

6.

Incorrect or uneven camber.

7.

Rear axle shifted.

8.

Frame or X member bent or broken.

Steering Kick Backs
Note — Steering kick back is registered on the steering wheel as a very rapid
movement of the steering wheel and is the result of the front wheels having
encountered a bump or obstruction in the road surface and the subsequent
transfer of this shock to the steering wheel. A small amount of steering wheel
movement must be expected and is normal when the car is driven over an
excessively rough road or when the front wheels strike an unusual obstruction.
1.

Tires inflated too high or too low.

2.

Wrong type or size of tires used.

3.

Improper caster.

4.

Worn, loose or improperly adjusted steering gear parts.

5.

Worn, loose or improperly adjusted steering linkage parts.

6.

Steering gear or connection incorrectly adjusted.

7.

Steering knuckle bent.

8.

Chassis springs sagged.

9.

Shock absorbers inoperative, leaking or fitted with incorrect valves.
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Steering Gear Backlash
Sometimes backlash is caused by lost motion in parts other than the steering gear.
To make a quick check for backlash in the steering gear, remove the steering gear
arm with the two tie rods assembled and install another arm. By rocking the arm,
the amount of backlash can be determined.
1.

Excessive end-play in steering gear worm.

2.

Improper mesh of roller tooth and worm.

3.

Endplay in steering gear arm shaft.

4.

Worn bearings on steering gear arm shaft.

Erratic Steering
1.

Low or uneven tire pressure.

2.

Brakes incorrectly adjusted.

3.

Dirt or grease on brake linings.
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Springs & Shock Absorbers
Springs Sag or Bottom
1.

Unusually severe operation or excessive overloading.

2.

Improperly functioning shock absorbers.

3.

Spring leaves broken.

Spring Noises
1.

Loose U-Bolts permitting abnormal side movement of leaves and interference
with metal covers.

2.

Spring covers damaged loose or improperly installed.

3.

Axle to frame bumper not correct.

4.

Sprung frame or bent horn causing misalignment of springs.

5.

Worn bolts or bushings in shackle or bracket.

6.

Loose spring clip nuts causing misalignment of axle and spring.

7.

Rear spring seat bearings not tight on six-wheel models causing end-play of
seat on cross bar.

Article content and images used by permission:
Southern Wheels Magazine, Nov. 2016 Issue
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